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1. Introduction

By pushing computing, network control, and storage to edge nodes, mobile edge computing enables computing intensive and delay-sensitive service scenarios to be applied to resource-constrained mobile edge devices. For example, city traffic surveillance cameras are responsible for monitoring and tracking vehicles that violate regulations, and they need to collect license plate information. In the current architecture of cloud computing, the image needs to be transmitted to the cloud service center for processing and then the response is sent back to the camera. In the framework of edge computing, the camera can use the edge node with the closest geographical location to carry out image recognition processing and obtain analysis results more quickly, as long as the results are transmitted to the service center [1].

In a collaborative virtual environment, especially in a multiuser virtual environment with relatively concentrated participants, real-time interaction between users and operation changes of users to the virtual environment happen at any time, which puts forward certain requirements on computer processing capability, VR engine, and network broadband of the server and client [2]. The server must be able to deal with real-time operation and cooperative interaction in the virtual scene in a timely manner, accept random requests from users, process scene data updates according to users’ requests, then obtain the information needed by users, and transmit it to them. The client should be able to process the data in a timely manner once it receives the information, be able to portray a good-quality shared virtual world, and be able to respond quickly enough to the actions and other behaviors of participants. Based on a mobile group of mental awareness on the edge of the
network, how to effectively resource schedule so as to optimize cost awareness is a key problem [3], for example, how to deploy and configure the edge server and how to develop the appropriate data for mobile users’ upload strategy, direct users to the corresponding edge server, upload sensory data, and reduce the cost of perception.

The technical and artistic characteristics and their changes in the development of online optimization design for animation art design user virtual perception are discussed. This paper analyzes the core issues involved in the process of online optimization of animation art design user virtual perception. This paper analyzes the significance and function of dimension expansion and compression in online optimization design of animation art design user virtual perception. Taking the above content as the starting point, the theoretical framework of online optimization design of animation art design user virtual perception is constructed. Based on the concept of dimension composition, this paper analyzes the application of spatial dimension expansion and compression in creation from the perspective of creators and provides a basis for discussing the inevitable relationship between the technical foundation and art form of online optimization design for animation art design user virtual perception. From the perspective of the audience, this paper analyzes the cognition and experience dimensions of animation art design users to network optimization design and probe into the internal influence of animation art design users’ visual principles and aesthetic psychology to network optimization design on art creation. We analyze the relationship between commercial economy and cultural phenomena in the development of online optimization design. In the study of optimization design of animation art design user virtual perception online, the concept of virtual users online optimization design dimensions can be divided into different angles and levels to clarify the animation art design user virtual online optimization design technology, the construction of the artistic skill and the basic theory, and the relationship between the vital elements, for animation creative practice and theoretical research has a vital significance. Section 1 is an introduction, Section 2 is related work, Section 3 is optimization of virtual user perception for animation art design based on moving edge computing, Section 4 is mobile edge animation art design user virtual online optimization, Section 5 is example verification, and Section 6 is conclusion.

2. Related Work

At present, the research on edge computing is unloading, that is, using edge servers to undertake part of the computing tasks of edge devices. A mobile sensing framework (MSP) is proposed, in which all the preprocessing and calculations are completed in smartphones [4], but complex algorithms may need a long time to run on low-end processors and consume a lot of energy. An end-to-end solution is proposed for this situation, which aims to balance network overhead and CPU overhead. Specifically, it is to divide processing tasks between mobile devices and the cloud. Mobile devices will process the preprocessing unit and minimize unnecessary information to reduce the amount of data transmitted [5]. Task division helps to reduce network overhead, but the advantages of mobile edge computing are not fully utilized. The premise of the solution is a good network connection, which cannot adapt to dynamic and changeable network conditions in practice [6]. The virtual environment is divided into regions, and the boundaries of each region define different levels of penetration in response to different user perceptions. For example, the boundaries of an area can attenuate audio information but allow visual information to pass through unimpeded. A region can also provide an overall depiction of the internal object set and move around the virtual environment as its internal objects move [7]. For example, a region can move in the virtual environment with the movement of the internal group of participants, so that only the movement of the group as a whole can be seen when observed at a certain distance, thus greatly reducing the description information for the data update of participants. In a multiuser shared virtual environment, participants are distributed independently in different locations and they participate in the system as avatars. As the subject of perception, the surrogate can perceive the change information of objects in the virtual environment in real time [8]. The avatars roam freely in the space information provided by the scene and operate the virtual objects by triggering the events of the virtual objects. Avatars communicate with each other through the tools and methods provided by the virtual environment. In a multiuser shared virtual environment, due to the participation of multiple people, the scene or object information will be exchanged with users when it is changed. Also, communication between multiple people is accomplished through real-time interactive information.

From the perspective of users, user selection usually refers to selecting some mobile users to perform perceptual tasks under budgetary constraints, so as to maximize the optimization objectives such as perceptual task quality and platform revenue [9, 10]. Firstly, a user recruitment algorithm is proposed to recruit as few users as possible while ensuring the quality of task completion, and then, a secure user recruitment protocol based on secret sharing is proposed [11]. Secondly, a semi-Markov model is proposed to determine the probability distribution of users’ arrival at the point of interest, and then, the contact probability between users is obtained. Then, an effective prediction-based mobile swarm intelligence awareness user recruitment strategy is proposed [12, 13] to minimize data upload costs. The user recruitment strategy based on data quality is studied. First, by mining the historical data of users’ task execution, compressed sensing is used to predict the data quality that users will achieve when performing tasks they have never performed before [14] and the predicted data quality is used to guide user recruitment. The authors consider both offline and online situations and propose a user recruitment method based on greedy strategy. In order to recruit users with high credibility, this paper studies the trust evaluation mechanism based on user recruitment and proposes a new trust model called “empirical credibility” [15, 16], which is used to evaluate the trust relationship between any two mobile users. Based on these trust
relationships, a new trust-based user recruitment scheme is proposed. Task recommendation refers to the user-centered design of a task recommendation mechanism based on user preferences and reliability. A reasonable task recommendation mechanism can improve the probability of users accepting tasks and the perceived task completion quality and also attract users to participate in the perceived task again. Logistic regression is used to estimate users’ preferences, perform task recommendations based on preferences, and determine the payment to users [17]. A personalized task recommendation system is proposed to evaluate user preferences through implicit feedback in user’s historical performance and to evaluate user reliability using a block coordinate descent algorithm [18]. Based on the user’s behavior rule and the recommendations of interest preferences, the geographical social relation model is used to analyze the task clustering and then the Gaussian analysis of the Markov model is used to predict the users’ next transfer time likely to reach the probability of each place [19].

Therefore, drawing lessons from and learning the design and scheduling of film shots are an inevitable part of animation production, but the composition elements and implementation means of animation shots and film shots are different [20]. Mainstream animation art design user virtual online optimization works are still dominated by feature films, and some experimental animation works also include hidden or potential narrative clues. In terms of picture composition principles, they all focus on the creation of picture ideograms and visual centers and pay attention to the dynamic balance of the picture. The development of digital technology has brought revolutionary progress to the film industry [21, 22]. Animation art design user virtual online optimization are widely involved in film production with virtual and technical characteristics, which breaks through the objective material limitations of traditional film shooting technology and shooting content and has an important impact on the development of film art. Since the birth of online optimization of animation art design user virtual perception, its function has been used for film special effects [23]. With the development of decades, digital virtual scenes, virtual cameras, virtual roles, motion capture, cluster animation, and other advanced digital image technologies have been widely applied in modern film creation and digital technology has gradually risen to the leading position from its the initial function of assisting film and television special effects [24]. Animation art design user virtual online optimization with its own modern digital technology advantages constantly improves the visual expression of film art. It changed the filming and production process of films, gave the audience more intense audio-visual sensory stimulation, and even affected the type composition of modern films, which directly led to the prosperity of spectacle films [25]. Based on material basis, film art adopts the means of continuous recording to shoot performance segments for spatial reproduction. Traditional animation uses frame-by-frame drawing in the form of art for spatial representation. Although both are spatiotemporal integrated arts, the film is constructed on the basis of reality while the animation is constructed on the basis of assumption [26]. Compared with film, animation is closer to the expression of literature and art. It is based on reality and similar to reality, but there is a certain sense of alienation and imagination space. Animation art design user virtual online optimization constructs its own aesthetic norms on the basis of digital technology, breaks through the “hypothetical” form of traditional animation, strengthens the simulation of reality from the perspective of visual perception, realizes the visual realism of pictures and images, and thus reduces the abstractness of traditional animation. It weakens the difference of media caused by the difference of material and technology, shortens the realistic distance of aesthetic sensibility, and makes the boundary of film art and animation art blurred and fused from the image to content and subject matter.

3. Optimization of User Virtual Perception for Animation Art Design Based on Moving Edge Computing

3.1. Online Optimization Architecture. Based on the software-defined network, the solution architecture is generally divided into three layers, including the central cloud, cloud edge, and edge device layer from top to bottom, and the corresponding three layers of perception layer, network layer, and application layer, respectively, are shown in Figure 1. We will take a closer look at these three layers of architecture.

Mobile edge computing networks can provide edge intelligence for aware applications by using their cloud services. Edge intelligence includes a synchronous fusion of multimode sensing information, perceptual information encoding and decoding, prediction, target actuation management, and enhanced security mechanisms. The synchrony fusion of multimode information can combine the perceptual content acquired by different acquisition methods into the content understood and accepted by humans with the frequency and range of synchrony. Perceptual information encoding and decoding of edge intelligence can improve the efficiency, speed, and security of perceptual information transmission and, at the same time, compute and unload the sensors and applications at the perceptual layer. Based on the analysis and judgment of the cached information, such as the operator’s behavior and perceived content, the prediction module of edge intelligence predicts the following instructions and controls of the operator through statistical analysis and process analysis. At the same time, the controlled robot is prepared by the predicted operation in advance, which reduces the preheating time of action and improves the reaction efficiency. By setting the security mechanism of the sensing application on edge intelligence, the security of the sensing layer and the application layer can be guaranteed in a unified manner without the need for a security guarantee mechanism with the same modules and functions for each sensing device at the sensing layer and each application system at the application layer. Therefore, the perception layer can be made to focus more purely on sensing content monitoring, reducing its hardware cost and energy consumption, and the
application layer can be made to focus more purely on sensing content presentation and sensing command control, reducing its software cost and computing resource usage.

3.2. User Virtual Environment Animation Art Design Perception Online Optimization. More and more edge devices have computing capability, so as long as they meet the condition of being able to preprocess data, raw data can be preprocessed on the device. We assume that the same sensor information is processed in the same way, including cleaning, transformation, reduction, and compression. The purpose is to eliminate redundant, erroneous, and noisy data, simplify data, and reduce transmission energy consumption. If the device requires preprocessing, the preprocess program is sent along with the task assignment command to the control module on the device. The latency and energy consumption of the transmission preprocessor is negligible compared to the fact that the information gathering takes hours or even days. According to the model, the energy consumption of information preprocessing on the equipment is proportional to the size of data $D$ and the calculation energy of the equipment $P$, which can be expressed as

$$E^K_j = D_j P^d_j,$$  (1)

Once the raw data are preprocessed or processed, it greatly reduces the amount of data to be transferred. Assuming that the reduction ratio of data volume is $Y$, the data volume $L$ to be transmitted can be expressed as

$$L_{j,g} = \alpha_j \tau_j g_j y.$$  (2)

Caching in mobile edge networks has proven to be beneficial. The mobile network of the future will be heterogeneous due to the intensive deployment of different types of base stations. As a result, caching can be deployed anywhere in the mobile network. In traditional cellular systems, the content requested by the user must be retrieved from an Internet CDN (Content Delivery Network) node far away from the mobile network. Content is then cached on the mobile core network, but backhaul links are still limited. In addition, with the development of base stations and low-cost storage units, it is possible to deploy caches on both large and small base stations. In a future 5G network, D2D (Direct to Direct) communication could use storage units on users’ devices for content sharing based on their social relationships. Figure 2 is a general framework for online optimization of the virtual environment awareness of animation art design users.

In the edge cloud, a large number of edge servers are deployed, usually located at the access point of the network, including but not limited to the router of WIFI and the base station of the cellular network. Edge servers in a region form an edge cloud, providing powerful computing services, storage services, and so on. The edge servers in an edge cloud are managed by a manager, LC mentioned in the previous section, who coordinates the servers in an edge cloud to collaborate with each other to better provide reliable services. It mainly consists of 5 modules.

The network monitoring module is the module to obtain real-time network status and device position movement changes to ensure the continuity of task execution. By analyzing the network information data of devices and servers forwarded by the edge meta-information module, the module records the network status of all devices and maintains the network topology of the whole region. The status is updated as soon as the network status of the monitoring device and the server to which it is connected changes.
The edge information management module maintains edge server information of the whole edge cloud and edge device information of each access point as the basis of task scheduling. It will keep a heartbeat connection test with each server and obtain the status of server resources and connected devices at intervals. After updating the information of invalid or newly added devices, it will send the data to the network monitoring module. If a server is found to be facing resource overload or sudden failure, the interface of the migration control module is invoked to implement service migration.

The move control module controls the migration of task images and ensures that only one backup is active in the case of multiple backups. When a new task appears and the initial scheduling is completed, the module calculates the number and location of the secondary backup according to the time sensitivity of the sensor service and sends the image of the processing program of the task to the edge server where the primary backup and secondary backup reside. When a task server fails, it determines whether there is a preallocated backup server. If not, it will select the optimal replacement server in real time and then cooperate with the task scheduling module to migrate services.

The task monitoring module monitors and manages the execution of tasks. It receives the task data sent by the task scheduling module and then collects the data already processed on the edge server in real time, summarizes them, ensures that the data are sent back to the central server, and regularly reports the success rate of the task. During the task execution, the system checks whether the data collected by each server meet the standards, including quality and quantity. Once it is found that the device connected to the server has not transmitted the result many times, it will be regarded as invalid, and the edge information management module will be called to modify the device state and then the scheduling adjustment will be made.

4. Mobile Edge Animation Art Design User Virtual Online Optimization

This problem becomes more difficult when mobile users can carry many types of data without limit. The solution space is much larger than if each mobile user carries up to two types of data. Specifically, when each user has at most two types of data, it will upload data to at most two edge servers. The service cost is unique for the same server combination assigned to the user. However, when each user carries multiple types of data, it is possible to upload data to multiple servers. In this case, route planning should be considered. The same server combination may correspond to different service costs due to the different order in which mobile users access the servers. So the problem in this case is very complicated.

The complexity of computation and large solution space make it difficult for traditional combinatorial optimization techniques to work properly. Therefore, in this section, we propose a multiagent simulated annealing algorithm, CMSA (Carrier Sense Multiple Access), to solve this problem. It first uses a heuristic algorithm to generate the initial solution as a starting point to find a better solution. Then, the algorithm uses multiple agents to generate a new neighbor solution by modifying the current one. Specifically, each agent performs different search methods and compares the current local optimal solution with the current global optimal solution among all agents at certain intervals. When the cost of the
global optimal solution is less than that of the local optimal solution, the agent will update the current solution to the global optimal solution and start to search for neighbor solutions from the updated solution.

We construct the initial solution using a heuristic algorithm, shown in Table 1, that iteratively assigns each type of data to the edge server. Use \( C(b, s) \) to represent the change in the current total cost after assigning data type \( B \) to the server. In each iteration, the construction algorithm selects a type of data and assigns it to the corresponding edge server. First, the data types and servers that minimize \( C(b, S) \) are selected from the unassigned data types and candidate edge servers. The initial solution is then constructed by iteratively performing this process, assigning all data types to the corresponding edge servers.

Motion capture systems commonly used in virtual user online optimization include inertial motion capture systems, mechanical motion capture systems, electromagnetic motion capture systems, and optical motion capture systems. The inertial motion capture system is based on miniature inertial sensors, biomechanical models, and sensor fusion algorithms. Most inertial systems use an inertial measurement unit (IMU) consisting of a gyroscope, magnetometer, and accelerometer to measure the rotation rate, which is converted into a skeleton in the software. An inertial motion capture system can capture the complete motion of the human body in real time. Its advantage is that the capture area is not limited and the motion data can be captured in various environments. The disadvantage is that the positioning accuracy is low and prone to position drift.

Mechanical motion capture systems track the angles of the body’s joints directly through sensors connected to the body, often called exoskeleton motion capture systems. The performer attaches the articular mechanical structure to his body, and the mechanical parts move with the performer’s movements to measure the relative movement between the parts. Some systems provide limited force feedback or tactile input. Mechanical systems are of low cost, have high accuracy, and can be measured in real time, capturing the movements of multiple roles at the same time. The disadvantage is that the mechanical structure hinders and limits the movements of performers, making it difficult to capture continuous movements in real time. In the space generated by electromagnetic field emission sources, spatial position mapping is accomplished by precisely tracking signals from received sensors placed at key positions in the performer’s body. The advantage of electromagnetic motion capture is that it can record six-dimensional information and obtain spatial and directional information synchronously. Performers and animated character models are highly synchronized for easy rehearsal and adjustment. The equipment is simple to set up, the technology is advanced, the stability is good, and the cost is relatively low. Disadvantages are high environmental requirements and the performance venue being near the metal objects; the allowable capture range of the system is smaller than that of optical dynamic capture. Optical motion capture systems use data captured from image sensors to triangulate an object’s three-dimensional position between multiple calibrated cameras to provide overlapping projections. Data collection is usually implemented using special tags attached to participants. The new hybrid system combines inertial and optical sensors to reduce occlusion and improve capture accuracy.

The technical advantages of online optimization of virtual users in animation art design are not only suitable for reproducing concrete objects in the real world but also for the simulation of other traditional art types. After the online optimization of animation art design user virtual perception became the mainstream animation creation method and industry standard, the technical exploration aiming at realism began to fall into the state of iteration and repetition and the development route of purely relying on technology to improve the sense of reality would eventually gradually slow down and even stop. The homogeneity of online optimization of animation art design user virtual perception eliminates the differences between different types of traditional animation in terms of materials and media. On the contrary, the openness and diversity of 3D technology are restricted and bound by the inherent artistic style. A few artists and creative institutions are turning their attention to more diverse artistic styles. A series of explorations and experiments were carried out, as shown in Figure 3.

Under the support of computer technology, it presents a vigorous vitality and unique charm. The digital image modeling method made by the computer releases the imagination of creators and elevates film art and television art from the documentary reproduction to the concrete presentation of all levels of human imagination.

5. Example Verification

Three widely used real trajectory data sets are used to evaluate the proposed algorithm. We first compare the total cost of CMSA with the other three comparison algorithms on the three data sets as the number of users changes. As shown in Figure 4, the experimental results show that the performance trend of the total cost of the four algorithms is basically the same in the three data sets, that is, CMSA < DIS (digital information system) < LF (linear filtering) < RAN (rainforest action network), and the total cost of the four algorithms increases with the increase in the number of users (Figure 4).

As shown in Figure 5, we evaluated the variation of the four algorithms with the number of candidate edge servers on three data sets. It can be found that the total cost of CMSA is the lowest and the error bar measures the standard deviation of experimental results, indicating the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1: Initial solution construction algorithm.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Input: data type set ( B ), candidate server set ( S )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Output: initial solution ( h )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>While ( B &gt; 0 ) do</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For all ( b \in B ) do</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \hat{s}<em>B = \arg \min \text{SE}</em>{SC}(b, s) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \hat{b}' = \arg \min \text{SE}_{BC}(b, \hat{s}_B) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assign data type ( \hat{b}' ) to the server to construct the initial solution ( H )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Return ( h )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
accuracy of experimental results. The total cost of the four algorithms decreases as the number of candidate edge servers increases because as the number of servers increases, there are more opportunities to activate more suitable servers to reduce the cost.

Finally, we studied the relationship between the number of active servers and the average cost and the number of users, and the experimental results are shown in Figure 6. The average overhead in this chapter refers to the average number of users served by the active edge server. Accordingly, each activated server serves more users and the average overhead increases.

On this basis, we first compare the delay and data under passive recovery and active recovery strategies, as shown in Figure 7. Considering only the mirror transmission time, the mirror transmission time required by the passive recovery strategy is 5.3125 s, accounting for 76% of the total energy consumption, and the total time is 7.673 s, 3.25 times that of the active recovery mode. Active recovery takes up 97% of the time to start the image. Therefore, we can consider this a very time-critical application service. We can consider starting the service container in advance as a cold backup until the primary backup service fails, which can be immediately replaced and provide an almost uninterrupted service.

The development of animation art design user virtual online optimization is closely related to the formation of characteristics and technology. The main development tendency of 3D technology at this stage is to simulate and reproduce the real world. The aesthetic characteristics
derived from technology are expressed as the sense of visual reality. Mainstream animation art design user virtual online optimization visual style has been relatively fixed, which is manifested as the combination of traditional animation modeling characteristics and real material texture, that is, the integration of "animation hypothesis" characteristics and "visual reality" characteristics. The reconstruction of traditional animation art type is completed under the background of modern animation art design user virtual online optimization technology. The animation art design user virtual online optimization creation processes are basically solidified on the basis of the traditional animation industry process to enhance the efficiency of multi-line parallel, asset reuse, and other advantages.

6. Conclusion

The development of technology and art alternately promotes the presentation of 3D animation to the world. Mobile edge animation art design user virtual online optimization study of the construction of the theoretical framework, to integrate the fields of computer graphics, traditional animation, painting, and design in the field of art, film, and television art and other relevant research results, made up the concept of dimension as the clue, against the background of economic and cultural dimensions, based on the cognition and experience dimension. The next step is to adapt a two-layer perception management solution to the current development trend of multi-user virtual environments by combining the advantages of the previous spatial interaction perception model and user dynamic interaction analysis perception model.
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